
82 with selfchecking features. Programable systems with Ц-

processors have been introduced in safety related systems such

as the alarm processing system and the radiation monitoring

system.

Comprehensive investigations concerning the functionality of

motor operated valves (MOV) have been carried out. The

original design basis, the size of the driving motor, the

control equipment and the setting of the torque switches have

been reviewed and where necessary corrective measures were

taken. Also some new test bench for MOV has been procured,

improving the surveillance and diagnostic possibilities.

An automatic radiological dose rate monitoring system will be

installed in Switzerland. Its sensors are placed around the

NPP at a distance up to S km. It will be supplemented by an

emergency response data system, which directly transfers the

essential reactor plant parameters to the Swiss Federal

Nuclear Safety Inspectorate.

Finally the decision of Switzerland to participate again in

the OECD-Halden Reactor Project has to be noted as a positive

step in the ISC field.
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Abstract

This paper notes that, although no fundamental, HPPC&I technical
developaents have taken place in the UK since 1989, enormous
organisational changes have occurred. The influence of these changes on
instrumentation capability is discussed and the current situations on
the Hagnox, AGR and Fast Reactors and on the Sizewell PWR are described.

Work on pulse-coded-logic reactor trip systens based on conventional
microprocessor components is noted and a new; Dungeness В AGR, single
channel trip system which uses these principles is described. ; Other
developments in sensors, instrumentation, ultrasonics and under-sodlum
viewing are also described as are studies on software reliability, human
factors engineering and related topics. Comments are made on general
aspects of computers in reactor safety systems, i . ,

It is concluded that the last two years have seen considerable progress
in the UK despite the interruptions and problems generated by
organisational changes. It is felt that these changes may have produced
a new sense of urgency and better insights Into the needs of the
industry.
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it IHTRODOCTIOH

The basic technologies and philosophies employed for reactor control and
instrumentation in the UK have not changed qualitatively since the last
XWG meeting [1} and therefore, in many ways, this report forms a natural
extension to what was said on that occasion. In technical terms
progress has largely been evolutionary, tending to implement the
strategies which were outlined l=»st time. There have been further
trends towards computer based systems in a search for increased safety
and greater plant efficiency. ' • ,''

In contrast ta the technology,{however, many highly significant changes
have occurred in the structure of the UK electricity and nuclear
industries. These changes have had considerable impact on the cil
field, generating a sense of immediacy and tending to concentrate
attention on areas which promise fairly quick economic rewards. These
effects have been intensified by the government's decision to delay

1

further reactor orders until the economics and future of nuclear power
has been reviewed in 1994. ,



ез

'I'lllu рирег canrat hope to report progress on every item. It therefore
tilen to cover the field as a whole with comment on the salient areas,
Ihn difficulties which have been encountered and the solutions found.
Tim ,1111 Imr la indebted to many colleagues for the information on which
Ihivin commenta яге baEod but it is important to emphasise that the views
which arc expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
11411 er.nnt a consensus of UK opinion.

ii TUB ВЕЯ и нвеывгш IHDDBTRY STRUCTURE

TIIK UK oie, criclty industry used to be in public ownership but the
• IKMlur part of it has now been privatised. It has also been
rnntnicturcd in fundamental ways and, although the details are complex,
In ulfoct, a number of separate supply companies retail electricity
l)c)i«]tit tram a distribution company which, in turn buys it from separate
i|«nnnitln<] companies. In principle, the number of generating companies
in unlimited but, for this discussion it is sufficient to note that
thnro are a number of privately owned ones who use fossil fuel and two
publicly owned ones (Nuclear Electric and Scottish Nuclear) who own and
run moat of the nuclear power stations.

Thono changes have, of course, had many effects but some are specially
nlgnlflennt from the present and nuclear points of view. Firstly, the
now generating companies are in competition with each other in both the
nhort and long terms. All are trying to reduce prices and, in
particular, those who use fossil fuels are attempting to Introduce
rolatively cheap, gas fired dual cycle plants which, it is claimed, can
ha built very quickly. There is therefore strong emphasis on the
reduction of nuclear generating costs and hence on techniques, including
ctl baaed techniques, which can achieve this. A consequence is that
rnnenrch funding is under great pressure and that which is available now
tondn to be even more closely directed and controlled than it was
before.

Secondly, the new structure removes from the generating companies their
previous statuary obligation to supply electricity on demand and places
this on the "retail" companies. Thus, the generators, without prejudice
tn nuclear safety, are now able to examine plant economics from fresh
points of view. Financial efficiency has become a dominating factor and
Internal costs are more important than before. This also has a number
• f consequences and one, somewhat unexpected, advantage may be better
long term load factors. Operators are able to judge the need for
maintenance and modification in a strategic way and are less influenced
by external constraints.

Although not directly involved in this restructuring process, the
position of the UK Atomic Energy Authority could not fail to have been
Influenced by these moves. In addition, however, it has been subject to
other and more fundamental changes. Until about 2 years ago, the AEA
wan, in very simplified terms, funded by the government to provide
b.ickup for the industry and to conduct long term forward thinking in the
nuclear field. The government thought, however, that this was no longer
consistent with their plans and, by discontinuing direct funding to a
substantial degree, obliged the AEA to change into a very different,
commercially oriented, profit motivated organisation. The old Atomic
Energy Authority, now called AEA Technology, has divided itself into 9
separate and essentially autonomous businesses which operate with the
support of services provided (at a price) by the various sites. These
businesses are designed to interface cleanly with different sectors of
the potential market. Thus, the Reactor Services Business is

responsible for reactor related work and, therefore, for reactor control
and instrumentation. As might be expected, since income can now only be
obtained as payment for goods and services supplied to willing customers
these changes have lead to many changes in the way in which problems are
approached. Projects have become even more customer oriented and, in
very general terms, there has been a reduction in the level of support
for"work which is not directed at a reasonably obvious issue amenable to
a relatively quick solution. Fundamental studies have not been
discontinued but are reviewed much more closely for their relevance to
long term ains.

The position of control and instrumentation equipment suppliers in the
UK (which now include AEA Technology) has also been effected and,
although significant work is arising from instrument refurbishment and
licensing backfit programmes, the outlook does not suggest a glut of UK
orders. Companies may well, therefore, review their strategies, with
the more general suppliers diversifying out of the nuclear industry and
some changes in specialist capacity. The market in instruments for
fossil fuelled systems could be relevant in this context. In the medium
to long term, the situation will be further effected by the wider
European Economic Community market in 1992. Strong international
collaboration, of course, already exists in many areas but this will
increase. Much depends on the government review of the industry to be
made in 1994.

3j. THE CORRECT Я1ТПЛТЮМ ОН Ш НПСХЕАЯ POWER PIAHTB

3.1 The Magnos reactors

Two of the nagnox stations are now shutdown on what might be considered
a permanent basis. Berkeley encountered structural problems, which,
although soluble, would have required expensive solutions, making
further operation uneconomic. Both reactors on the station are in the
process of being decommissioned and, to date, about half of their fuel
has been removed. Hunterston A has also been closed down for economic
reasons (there is excess generating capacity in the Scottish Nuclear
area).

Although not strictly relevant to this section, it may also be noted
that the 100HW(e), £team generating Heavy Hater Reactor (SGHWR) at the
AEA Technology, Hinfrlth Technology Centre has also been closed for
reasons analogous to those at Berkeley. Metallurgical studies suggested
that the remaining life of its pressure tubes was shorter than had been
expected and, although further work might have justified the position,
operation became uneconomic. This reactor, too is being decommissioned.
No significant Ctl problems have arisen from any of the decommissioning
work.

The rest of the Hagnox stations remain in service and most are achieving
high load factors and good economics. Each is under continual review
and modifications to support life extensions of between 5 and 10 years
are being implemented on a case by case basis. No significant control
or instrumentation problems have been encountered and the greater part
of the work in this area is confined to the replacement and routine
upgrading of equipment when appropriate. Thus, a new, two out of three
relay guardline has been installed at Calder Hall and it is interesting
to note that the choice of technology in this case is said to have been
influenced by the fact that a system familiar to existing staff should
yield higher safety levels than one which is not. Other examples of
similar work are the Installation of a replacement data processing

fli system at Oldbury and the review and possible replacement of flux
instrumentation at Hinkley A.

Most of the Hagnox reactors have relay guardlines and it has recently
been recognised that diverse tripping would be desirable in the event of
a fast, loss of coolant accident. Contracts have therefore been let for
the provision of additional systems based on the LADDIC magnetic core
technology used on the AGR's. These will be fitted over the next few
ye?

-
т. Hagnox reactors are also equipped with boron ball secondary

sin. down systems and the new diverse guardlines will, of course, couple

The above DC12 problems have prompted a review of alternative
instruments and these has included a study of the Pulse/Campbell
assemblies which are installed on Torness/Heysham 2 for diverse power
indication purposes. It has produced a number of interesting
conclusions which can be summarised by noting that relatively complex
equipments which have been designed and implemented for a control role,
may need modification before they can be fully validated for full safety
critical purposes. This, too, is of considerable relevance elsewhere.

3.3 Tb« Fini Station at sizewall В



system at Oldbury and the review and possible replacement of flux
instrumentation at Hinkley A.

Most oC the Magnox reactors have relay guardlines and it has recently
been recognised that diverse tripping would be desirable in the event of
<i fast, loss of coolant accident. Contracts have therefore been let for
the provision of additional systems based on the LAUDIC magnetic core
technology used on the AGR's. These will be fitted over the next few
ynf -.. Magnox reactors are also equipped with boron ball secondary
ah down systems and the new diverse guardlines will, of course, couple
Into these facilities. This is generating interesting problems because
the time required to recover from a spurious boron injection is quite
long and it is therefore important to ensure an adequately low incidence
of spurious trips.

3.2 The Advanced gas coolad rau-tora

There are 7, twin reactor AGR stations of which the newest are those at
Torness (Scottish Nuclear) and Heyshan 2 (Nuclear Electric). These were
commissioned during 1987/1988 and are built to more modern
Instrumentation standards than the others [1].

Relatively few instrumentation problems are being encountered on the
earlier stations although it has been noted that failure rates on same
classes of equipment have started to increase with time as the systems
age {the so-called bathtub curve). For this reason design work is being
carried out to allow replacement of some data processing systems. A
more substantial piece of work has been the installation of a' new,
single channel tripping system on Dungeness B. This is discussed in
Section 4 below.

One of the main ргоЫешз at present on the Heysham 2 and Torness
stations is that of establishing satisfactory performance from the fuel
route equipment. On load refuelling introduces a number of safety
considerations and the control and interlocking of the fuelling machine
is a complex process - partly Implemented by Programmable Logic
Controllers. In the case of these new reactors, the system requirements
were further complicated by, for example, factors associated with
reduced radiation dose levels and the need to meet new seismic
requirements. Difficulties have now been encountered in validating the
design. Such problems did not occur on the earlier stations and do not
apply to the PLC post trip sequencers on Heysham 2/Torness for reasons
associated-with the details of the implementation.

Some problems have also been encountered on the flux instrumentation of
the new stations. As was reported in [1], many UK reactors use high
temperature neutron detectors for control purposes and, in general,
large numbers of such detectors have demonstrated long lives and high
reliability in service. On Torness and Heysham 2, however, the 0C12
wide range, gamma compensated chambers have tended to fail early, with
an inclination to electrical high voltage breakdown. The cause of this
problem Is not yet established but it may be associated with the fact
that the chambers are installed in high power neutron fluxes which are a
factor of order ten greater than is normally the case. High fluxes
could be responsible for a previously unrecognised life limiting
mechanism, the deposition of lithium from the

 (0
В(п,alpha)

 7
Li reaction or

they might be exacerbating the known problems of carbon and other
material deposition on the insulators of high temperature systems.
These questions are relevant not only to the AGR's but also to other
applications of high temperature chambers such as the fast reactor.

The above DC12 ргоЫетз have prompted a review of alternative
instruments and these has included a study of the Pulse/Campbell
assemblies which are installed on Torness/Heysham 2 for diverse power
indication purposes. It has produced a number of interesting
conclusions which can be summarised by noting that relatively complex
equipments which have been designed and implemented for a control role,
may need modification before they can be fully validated for full safety
critical purposes. This, too, is of considerable relevance elsewhere.

3.3 The FUR station at Sizawall В

One of the principle objectives of the UK nuclear programme is to
complete Sizewell В to programme and, at present, construction is
substantially on time.

Relevant details of the Ci I system were discussed at the last ÎWG
meeting and, as was reported there [1], control will be vested in a
multiplexed, Integrated System for centralised Operation (ISCO). This
system will include the nain control room, the auxiliary shutdown room
and the Safety Information Display System (SIDS) as well as feeding the
data processing functions. In total the ISCO involves some 20
subsystems (including 4 channels from SIDS) and is very complex,
carrying safety and non-safety functions on the same network. It had
been expected that this system would be implemented with proven
equipment of the type chosen for the Ed F plant at Chooz В but
difficulties have arisen in France and the present author is not yet
aware of how the situation will be resolved there, nor how the Sizewell
В project will overcome the problem.

It is also noteworthy that computer based instead of solid state
control rod drives will be used on Sizewell B. The water level
measurement and control system will also be computer based.

3.4 Fast raaotora

There is one fast reactor in the UK, PFR, owned and operated by AEAT at
its Dounreay site. This reactor has an electrical output of just under
250MW and, in recent years, 1-as regularly reached production targets.
The possibility of closure in 1994 as part of government policy has been
well publicised but fuel from the discontinued SNR300 reactor in Germany
to give PFR a further lease of life.

The UK is also collaborating with other industries and other countries
in the development of fast reactor technology. The EFR project, in
particular, involves the utilities, design teams and R&D organisations
of France, Germany and the UK. There паз been a consequential,
rationalisation of RfiD resources throughout Europe and the EFR project
has been able to maintain a substantial and broadly based programme,
despite reductions In funding by all three governments. The work is
supported by a wealth of data from the three working fast reactors in
the collaboration viz, PFR, Phénix and Superphenix.

One feature of the instrumentation of EFR will be increased dependence
on sophisticated analytical methods within the framework of the trip
system. One example is the acoustic detection of water/sodium leaks In
which location of the source within seconds is imperative to eliminate
spurious signals. In all likelihood, parallel processing with majority
voting within each individual trip circuit will be necessary and quality
assurance will be of paramount concern.

bt THE HEW SINGLE CHANNEL TRIP BYBTEM ON DOHGEHEB8 В AGR

The AEA has been developing protection systems based on conventional
microprocessor components for many years and one of the more significant
recent instrumentation developments has been the application of this
work to Dungeness В AGR. Systems of this type, known as Inherently Safe
Automatic Irip (ISAT) systems [2] are fail safe and make use of so-

Ŝ . OTHER DEVELOPMENTS AND RELATED UNDERLYING BTODIEB

5.1 Radiation detectors and nucleonics

A number of studies have been carried out with a view to developing
better understanding of the processes which take place in reactor
instrumentation sensors and hence to developing better systems. For



ii THE ЕЕЯ SINGLE CHANNEL TRIP SYSTEM ОН РПНОЕНЕВВ В £GR

The ЛЕА has been developing protection systems based on conventional
microprocessor components for many years and one of the more significant
recent instrumentation developments has been the application of this
work to Dungeness В AGR. Systems of this type, known as Inherently gafe
Automatic Xrip (ISAT) systems [2] are fail safe and make use of so-
called pulse coded logic in which test signals are applied on a
continual basis. These test signals combine to produce a unique output
pattern and disturbance to this pattern, caused either by an event or by
a fault can be recognised for what it is and appropriate action
initiated. The technology was developed for general application but one
implementation (using INTEL computer cards) was tested on the Prototype
Fast Reactor at Dounreay in a passive role for more than б years.
During these tests it generated more than 10' test cycles and this is of
considerable relevance in demonstrating the validity of the software
concept. The manufacture's figures for hardware failure rates were also
confirmed, both at room temperature and under the plant conditions
experienced during an inadvertent cooling failure.

In about 19B8 the then Central Electricity Generating Board recognised
that an improved single channel temperature tripping system could be of
value to them on Dungenesu B. The historic way of providing this kind
of protection had been through the use of temperature trip amplifiers
operating from single thermocouples but this method, implemented on many
channels could have led to high spurious trip rates. The alternative of
initiating an alarm for manual tripping in the event of a gross rise in
outlet gas temperature was also unsatisfactory. However, Dungeness В is
fitted with 2 thermocouples per channel and, since ISAT could operate on
a one out of two basis it suited the need well.

Prior to the launch of AEA Technology, the application development of a
system of this type would have been done by the AEA but production and
installation on the station would probably have been licensed to an
outside manufacturer. However, since AEA Technology has now also been
established as a major supplier, it decided that it would offer this
equipment on a complete design, build, instai and commission basis. The
first contractual discussions to this effect were held in November 1988
and these led to a firm order at a contract price of order C5.5M in June
19B9. The complete system was subsequently works tested on time by July
1990 and has now been installed on the reactor.

The Dungeness В ISAT system, referred to as the Single channel gripping
System (SCTS) , comprises 32 cubicles of equipment in two suites on each
reactor. One suite is used to monitor the 204 fuel channels (408
thermocouples) on the north side of the plant whilst the other services
an equal number of channels on the south side. Each set of thermocouple
signals is interleaved with 52 test and cold junction signals to define
the data pattern which, in due course is recognised by the pattern
recognition unit. The use of dynamic logic leads to a fail safe, self
diagnostic protection system which can handle a large number of inputs
and yet achieve high reliability and low spurious trip rates. The
system also has the ability to provide buffered output temperature data
to a standard ETHERNET for subsequent processing purposes. Similar
systems may be of value on other reactors because they could be
developed to offer improved protection against asymmetric rod withdrawal
faults, improved accuracy in the estimation of channel power, improved
thermocouple health monitoring and a reduced periodic testing load.

5^ OTHER DEVELOPMENTS КНР RELATED ONDEBLVIHg STUDIES

5.1 Radiation detectors and nucleonics

A number of studies have been carried out with a view to developing
better understanding of the processes which take place in reactor
instrumentation sensors and hence to developing better systems. For
example, radiation detectors often need to provide high electrical
insulation performance under conditions of high humidity and it is well
known that many polymers and most ceramics do not lend themselves to
such applications. University studies of the relev.int conduction
mechanisms have therefore been sponsored and it has been shown that
techniques arc available which can produce orders of magnitude
improvement in the performance of insulators at 80 and 90t relative
humidity. Analogous university studies of electron attachment
coefficients in ionisation chamber gases and gas mixtures have
demonstrated the levels of impurities which can be accepted in chamber
fillings (particularly in current fluctuation chambers) and have
assisted in the development of improved processing schedules and
improved confidence in the final instruments.

The excellent long term, high temperature performance of chambers such
as the pulse/campbelling chamber, type P8, was reported at the last
meeting and additional work designed to assess the factors which limit
its design is nearly complete. Mathematical models of pulse and
pulse/campbell chambers are now available with which plateaux and other
features can be assessed as a function of parameters such as coating
weight and filling gas pressure. Besides providing a valuable design
tool, these models again improve confidence in the final instruments and
permit clear extrapolation of the experience gained with related designs
over long periods on operating plant.

Similar work is being carried out on BF, counters. The radiation life of
such counters can be very variable and depends markedly on the purity of
the gas and on other factors. Research into this topic has suggested
ways in which long life counters can be made.

5.2 Acoustic monitoring and diagnostic!

The problems of a fast reactor are compounded by the presence of the
highly corrosive, radioactive and hot liquid metal coolant. As a
consequence, novel approaches to instrumentation have been sought and
acoustics and ultrasonics offered a number of advantages once
transducers suitable for immersed operation at up to 550C had been
developed.

The PFR itself is equipped with acoustic waveguides in many positions to
monitor the condition of the plant. The main interest in the primary
circuit is the development of instruments to detect and locate sodium
boiling caused by coolant channel blockage, a topic supported by an IAEA
Coordinated Research programme. In fact no such incidences have
occurred in the PFR but the equipment serves useful purposes in checking
on cavltation and in locating rattling sounds in the core. An
interesting application has been the monitoring of control rod drop
tests, to confirm that no rod is delayed or scraping against its guide.
A major application of acoustics lies in the continuous monitoring of
the steam generators, not only to detect damaging tube rattling but also
to warn of sodium/water leaks.

B5

5.3 Ultrasonics and under sodium viewing

The use of thermocouples above every fuel assembly in a fast reactor is
considered essential for safe monitoring and control of the plant and
these are supported by a massive above core structure (ACS).
Unfortunately, to combat a phenomenon known as "thermal striping", the

behaviour. This may be enhanced at a later date to emulate stressed
decision making by the use of generic research which identified several,
stress-related decision making failure modes. Such work could allow the
construction of an intelligent aid for the assistance of operators under
abnormal conditions.



5.3 Oltr and under sodium viewing

The use of thermocouples above every fuel assembly in a fast reactor is
considered essential for safe monitoring and control of the plant and
these are supported by a massive above £ore structure (ACS).
Unfortunately, to combat a phenomenon known as "thermal striping11 r the
ACS of the EFR will be smaller in diameter than the core and the outer
fuel assemblies cannot easily be monitored. An ultrasonic technique,
depending on the known variation of sonic velocity with temperature in
sodium, is therefore being developed to measure their temperatures
remotely.

Ultrasonics can be used to measure small vibrations and displacements
under sodium and the EFR will be fitted with transducers which will
enable the location of critical submerged components to be checked from
time to time as part of the structural monitoring programme. The most
spectacular achievement in this field has been the PFR "under sodium
viewer", a device which produces three dimensional images using
ultrasound. This has been used to image the top of the reactor core
directly. It perm it tel the position of virtually every fuel sub-
assembly to be measured to a precision of about 0.5mm and allowed the
distortions due to irradiation to be measured directly.

5.4 The Demonstration of Advanced Reliability Techniques foe Safety
related computer aystems (DARTS) project

This work is part of the CEC Esprit 2 programne and involve»
collaboration between a number of European companies. The object is to
compare different methodologies for the design, development, and proving
of computer based safety critical systems and four separate programming
teams have agreed to develop their own systems to meet a specification
based on part of the SGHWR protection system. Two are adopting
structured methods and two, formal methods (VDK and FORREST). The
target languages include ADA (now formally adopted by Nuclear Electric
for major, real time applications), c, PASCAL and OCCAM. The last named
is transputer based and is seen as having exciting potential for use in
both control and protection systems.

It is intended that all 4 products will be assessed for the ease with
which they could be licensed to allow the relative merits, including the
costs, of the different approaches to be established. The programme
should be completed during the period of European harmonisation
following 1992.

5.5 The software certification programme for Europe (SCOPE) project

This programme is also funded by the CEC under Esprit 2 and is relevant
to, but not restricted to nuclear activities. It follows the REQUEST
programme and Stage 1 entails an assessment of the legal and technical
aspects of establishing a framework for approving software products.
The approach being adopted places heavy dependence on collecting metrics
information for the product and establishing how statements of quality
could be based on this information, stage 2 envisages the establishment
of software testing stations.

5.6 Human factors engineering

Work has been carried out in collaboration with the CEC Joint Research
Centre at ISPRA in representing SGHWR fault recovery procedures within
an implementation of the Computer simulation Model (COSIMO) of operator

behaviour. This may be enhanced at a later date to emulate stressed
decision making by the use of generic research which identified several,
stress-related decision making failure modes. Such work could allow the
construction of an intelligent aid for the assistance or operators under
abnormal conditions.

Related studies are in hand in the context of Magnox lifetime extension
because there is considerable incentive to minimise the need for and
hence the cost of ownership of automatic systems. The ability of
operators to respond promptly and reliably to incidents Is a factor in
assessing these needs and the studies include items such as traditional
task analysis factors, training, tendency to error, stress, the
influence of the team and the organisational structure.

Work Is also in hand on developing enhanced operating procedures for
both the AGR and Magnox stations. These apply particularly to scenarios
beyond the design basis accident and once again the object is to improve
safety without invoking a need to upgrade the available automation.

5.7 Instrument electromagnetic compatibility

Electrical interference from external sources is seen as a possible
safety hazard in reactor instrumentation systems and is certainly a
serious potential cause of lost plant availability. Electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) is a subject which has therefore received a great
deal of attention in the past and AEA Technology has now decided to
invest in a full EMC facility which will permit the complete range of
tests under certified conditions. This facility will complement the
existing cable unit which exists to supply special, particularly EMC
qualified, cables for use in the nuclear and other industries.

COMMENTARY QN ISE ÜSI °E COUP ERB IN SAFETY RELATED BYBTEHB

The previous report commented on the use of computers for on-line
reactor СП, on the methodology of safety justification and on methods
of achieving quality assurance, validation and verification of software.
The difficulties which were mentioned are, unfortunately, still with us
and there are problems which remain to be overcome in the licensing of
computer based safety systems. Public perception and regulatory
requirements have encouraged a drift to higher plant standards which can
often only be achieved with computer systems but these are still not
available with the necessary degree of flexibility because of
difficulties in demonstrating software integrity and confidence in
freedom from error. Even if this could be done, flexibility could not
be exploited because of the way in which changes might upset the
validation.

To some extent these problems are internal to the UK but it is felt that
the solutions are needed worldwide. Formal demonstration methods exist
and it is possible to agree internationally on, for example, a required
probability of failure on demand, but in the last analysis, acceptance
tends to depend on engineering judgement and philosophies vary from
country to country. It is not a field In which the computer industry
can or will offer much help but is an area in which the IAEA could play
a valuable role by promoting unified standards, assessment methods and
quality assurance norms.

7. OTHER TOPICB

7.1 Expert systems

Work is in hand on a number of expert system topics. These include a
rule based aid to operating rule compliance.

DEVELOPMENT OF MONITORING, CONTROL AND
PROTECTION SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER
REACTORS IN THE USSR: STATUS AND TRENDS



7. OTHER TOPICa

7.x Expert systems

Work is in hand on a number of expert system topics. These include a
rule based aid to operating rule compliance.

7.2 Training simulators

As with most instruments, work on training simulators has been a matter
of slow improvement, in this case towards greater realism. A general
purpose Hagnox system now exists at the Nuclear Electric Training School
in which a generic desk is complemented by variable back panels which
can simulate any of the stations. AGR simulators are Increasing their
scope and veracity.

The Sizewell в simulator has now been delivered.

S JPKHMTf

As will be appreciated from the above, the last two years have seen
considerable progress in the UK despite the interruptions and problems
generated by organisational changes. These changes have produced a new
sense of urgency and many better insights into the needs of the Industry
but the future is still unclear and lack of long-term planning causes
problems. There seems little doubt, however, that international
collaboration will increase and that the industry will come to depend
more and more on such collaboration.

Worldwide as well as in the UK, systems are increasing in complexity and
sensitivity thereby providing opportunities to operate more
economically, closer to plant limits. The thrust is towards higher
outputs and improved safety but there is concern that this very
complexity could lead to lack of understanding and reverse the trend.
Certainly there is a tendency to use complex feedback as a safety claim
and as a way of overcoming instrument limits. One has doubts about the
wisdom of this course in the long term.

He look forward with interest to 1994.
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Abstract

In 1989-90 Che Supervision Body approved the new safety regulations

for nuclear power plants. The operating plants do not always completely

satisfy them and a great amount of work to develop operating power units up

to the conditions required is necessary.

This paper describes briefly the main changes made In monitoring,

control and protection systems of nuclear power reactors to Increase the

reactor safety.

The following fields are presented In the paper:

- general status of the HPP control and safety systems and

instrumentation In USSR,

sensors,

electronic equipment,

actuators improvement,

qualification tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The USSR nuclear power should be considered against the

background of the quickly changeable economic and political

situation in the country.

The USSR nuclear power is based on the two nain reactor

types: WVER and RBkK which provide for today about 12.3 7. of

electric power needs in the country.

After the Chernobyl accident the counteraction to the

nuclear power was so strong that some power units of NPP under

operation were forced to have been closed, the construction of

a number of new ones was stopped and conserved.

At present positive changing of the attitude towards the

nuclear power is promoted with the reserve power absence in

the country power system, increase of prices for fossil fuel

whole range of its change in any moment of the reactor

operation;

- guaranteed subcriticality of the shutdown reactor is no


